
No matter how or what you paint, Safety-Kleen can help you do so worry-free. We know all about protecting 
the environment, so we can protect your company from risk and liability associated with your waste, too. 
But our protection for your industry goes much deeper. Safety-Kleen continuously develops new cleaning 
technologies and services that protect your painters, your workplace, and your investment in expensive 
equipment, all of which affect the quality and integrity of the finish you lay down. That’s why over 8,000 paint 
shops rely on us for cleaning equipment and environmental service.

HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND CLEANING FOR EVERY MINUTE YOU SPEND PAINTING?



Regulatory Compliance
The Safety-Kleen Paint Gun Cleaners are ETL certified and conform to ANSI UL standards 201 and 1208 for vapors and extractors.

Comprehensive Waste Service
We specialize in the compliant 
removal and disposal of all paint-
related waste, including used booth 
filters, acetone, thinners and solvents.

Model 1077 Paint Gun Cleaner

  Deep-drawn seamless sink prevents splashing and leaks
  Centrifugal pump for reliable and effective cleaning 
  Air line, blowout funnel and recirculating nozzle
  Clean rinse for precision touch-up work

Complete the ideal painting environment with 
world-class support products
In addition to innovative equipment and superior quality 
cleaning chemistries, Safety-Kleen offers a full line of 
products to support your shop including, but not limited to:

  Non-flammable funnels   
  Hand cleaners
  Absorbents
  Secondary containment 
  Lightbulb management

More than 50 years of dependable equipment service and maintenance

The Minimizer III cuts thinner costs, reduces paint waste by up to 95% and 
redefines the standard for recycling thinner. Its patented design recovers up 
to 99% of used solvents and thinners.

  Built-in transfer station allows user to load dirty solvent and discharge clean solvent
  Loading and discharging both require either using the foot pedal or trigger

  Preset programs give operators a clear message regarding unit operation

While convenience and waste elimination are reasons enough to consider the 
Minimizer III, if you are buying more than two 55-gallon drums of chemistry per month, 
THIS UNIT WILL ACTUALLY SAVE YOU MONEY.

Minimize waste, maximize profits with on-site recycling

Heavy-Duty (HD) Cleaning Thinner: designed for clean-
ing paint used in a variety of commercial applications. 

ULTRA KLEEN Multipurpose: specially-blended thinner 
designed to clean auto body spray equipment, parts and lines.

CLEAR CHOICE Cleaning solvent: (100% Virgin Acetone) 
HAPS-free VOC-exempt solvent.

Aqueous Universal Paint Gun Cleaner: proven to be 
effective in cleaning both solvent-based and waterborne 
paints, in most applications. 

Aqueous Heavy Duty Paint Gun Cleaner: 
specifically designed to clean 
waterborne paints.

No matter what you’re spraying, we have the chemical you need to clean it up

  Equipment and disposal management programs are 
all-inclusive; we offer flexible service terms for a 
hassle-free experience

  Safety-Kleen reps are consistent, reliable, 
knowledgeable and dedicated to customer satisfaction

  Equipment rental programs include all 
    necessary parts/maintenance with no 
    hidden costs

Flexible
Experienced

Reliable

*Both aqueous options exceed standards for VOC emissions.

A revolution in design, function and application

The Model 1055 is the next generation of 
automated paint gun cleaner you’ve been 
waiting for

  Automatic and manual cleaning capabilities
  Stainless steel sink
  Can be used with thinners, acetone or aqueous cleaners
  Sleek footprint and ergonomic design saves space and looks great
  Washing basin includes: high-efficiency spray nozzles, safety valve, 

blowout funnel and spray cradle for paint gun, cup, and lid
  Foot pedals for hands-free operation
  Clean rinse for precision touch-up work

Our manual paint gun cleaners boast features like hands-free foot pedal operation and high 
pressure rinse that leave paint guns clean and ready for the next job. A high efficiency, 
automatic Venturi air extraction system helps protect operators from exposure.

Innovative technology to get your guns their cleanest
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No other company can offer paint 
shops the protection and the 
choices we do. 

Safety-Kleen brings more than 50 years of experience 
and a nationwide infrastructure to environmental 
services. Our centrally-controlled service is prompt, 
professional and non-intrusive. 

We staff the most talented DOT, EHS, and SDS experts 
available and have developed compliance and safety 
training models for all service staff and operations, 
including OSHA, DOT and EPA.

If your company is looking for ways to handle cleaning 
and waste in the most efficient, environmentally-
responsible ways possible, call Safety-Kleen.

VISUAL: PAINT BOOTH SHOT

PARTS WASHERS

THE SAFETY-KLEEN COMMITMENT: Our Certificate of Assurance guarantees that without fault of the customer,          
if a spill or accident should occur while a customer’s conforming waste is in our  possession, Safety-Kleen’s financial 
strength, insurance and assets will be there to cover the clean-up costs.
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